Attendees Present: Peter Nieckarz, Brent Kinser, Tracy Zontek, Windy Gordon, Luther Jones, Sloan Despeaux (guest), Brian Dinklemeyer, Will Poynter, Robert Anderson, Kari Hensley

- Approval of minutes from 10/30/2006 and 11/6/2006 –approved after brief discussion
- Introduction of guests –Sloan Despeaux was welcomed to speak on her progress with the C2 assessment.
- Discussion of C2 assessment with Sloan Despeaux-Progress is being made. Sloan talked of her discussions with the Math 101 instructors and said they are collecting random work samples of various levels. It was suggested to have the survey open the last week of class and for the dept to start considering potential reviewers for the assessment group. The need was to have two names from the dept to serve as internal reviewers and then one external reviewer outside the dept who is affected by the Math 101 course. Beth Tyson Lofquist will make the final decision from the pool of nominations; keep in mind a possible $800 honorarium as an incentive.
- Discussion of AA5 for FY seminar-A draft was distributed to the committee with sections e and f added into the catalog.
- Discussion of revised LS document language. Peter will reference the archived minutes and send new revisions to be uploaded to the current LS doc on the LSOC website.
- Online Wellness Courses- Tracy asked the opinion of the committee in reference to offering online courses to resident students. An email was sent recently “marketing” online wellness courses to prevent students from having to “attend” a classroom and be able to enroll in a wellness courses and never leave their dorm room. After a brief discussion it was considered a bad idea considering the wellness course should contain an exercise component according to the LS doc.